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The variable nature of 11th magnitude star EE Cep ( =BD+55Æ2693) was disoveredby Romano (1956), and on�rmed by Weber (1956), who observed two independent deep(�B � 1:m5) minima in 1947 and 1952. The elipsing nature of these minima was �rstsuggested by Romano & Perissinotto (1966) who notied a third minimum in 1958 July.Meinunger (1973) then observed two more minima in 1964 and 1969, and on�rmed thissuggestion. He published the �rst ephemeris for EE Cep elipses with orbital period of2049 days (5.6 years). So far there have been no traes of seondary elipse in the lighturve of EE Cep.The most striking harateristis of EE Cep are the extremely large hanges of shapeand depth of the minima. Reently, Grazyk et al. (2003) ompiled light urves of allavailable past elipses. The observed depths range from about 2m in 1958 and 1964 toabout 0:m6�0:m8 in 1969 and 1992. The depths of the elipses orrelate roughly inversely totheir total durations. As an example, two di�erent shape minima are presented in Fig. 1.The extremely shallow minimum (�B � 0:m6) in 1969 was simultaneously the longest one(D � 60d). Additionally, this elipse showed a at bottom phase with duration d � 20d.Most typial elipses are similar to that of 1975. They have depth at least 1:m5 and showasymmetry of the asending branh produed by a kind of slope-bottom phase in theminimum. A sketh view of suh a typial minimum is presented in Fig. 2.Multiolour UBV RI observations of a 1997 elipse (Miko lajewski & Grazyk 1999)showed that the amplitude of the minimum hanges very weakly with the wavelength,from about 1:m75 in U , to about 1:m45 in I light. This is probably aused by seletiveextintion in semitransparent parts of a dark elipsing body. The ontribution of theseondary light in the red RI bands is negligible. The harateristi slope-bottom phase(C-D part in Fig. 2) during the elipse is easy to understand if the obsuring body isvery elongated and tilted with respet to the diretion of motion (Grazyk et al. 2003).Changes of tilt angle produe variations in the duration and slope of this transit phase.In partiular, when the tilt angle is very small, a at-bottom phase would be observedduring the minimum. Simultaneously, the e�etive thikness of the elipsing body alsohanges during the di�erent elipses, ausing variations of the minima depths. The mostpromising model remains that of a dark, preessing disk around a low luminosity entral
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Figure 1. Examples of shallow, at-bottom (left) and deep, slope-bottom (right) elipses of EE Cep(Grazyk et al. 2003, and referenes therein).
objet (Miko lajewski & Grazyk 1999, Grazyk et al. 2003). The preession hangesboth the inlination of the dis to the line of sight, and the tilt of its ross-setion tothe transit diretion. The unique shape of the elipse observed in 1969 an be explainedby a pratially edge-on and non-tilted projetion of the dis. Two hypotheses an beonsidered for suh a dis: (i) it has a proto-planetary origin; (ii) it is a post-planetaryobjet (a result of planetary disintegration). An important question is the nature of theentral body embedded in the disk. It an be a low massive single star or a lose binarysystem. The only similar objet previously known with a dark irumstellar dis is � Aur{ the longest period (� 27 years) elipsing binary.Surprisingly, low resolution spetrosopi observations during past elipses (Br�ukner1976, Baldinelli, Ferri & Ghedini 1981) did not detet any trae of seondary spetrum.Moreover, there were no hanges in the spetrum (espeially in H�, H� emissions) despitethe large depth of the minima (about 1:m5). Our reent observations at Asiago Observatory(R = �=�� � 4000) show that the pro�les of the H� and H� lines in the spetrum ofEE Cep are very similar to those observed in Be stars. However, we annot be sure thatthey indeed belong to the visible, elipsed B5III omponent. The observed H� and H�pro�les are rather harateristi for Be stars loated nearly pole-on (e.g. Hanushik etal. 1996). Already far outside elipse we found spetaular variations in the H� emission(Grazyk et al.2003), whih seem to be more naturally onneted with the omplex aroundthe seondary. Additionally, in the same paper we pointed out variations in the radialveloities of the NaI absorption doublet. This �nding an be onsidered an indiation ofits possible irumstellar origin. Moreover, last month we found these lines as pure P-Cygtype pro�les (Fig. 3). This dramati hange an already be onneted with the beginningof the elipse.

The inoming event, aording to the ephemeris of Miko lajewski & Grazyk (1999),has number E = 9. The mid-elipse should our on June 3, 2003. The external �rstontat of the semitransparent part of the dis (A in Fig. 2) an start at least three weeksearlier (� May 13). The entral part of the minimum (B-C-D-E in Fig. 2) should ourbetween � May 23 and � June 13 orresponding to the oultation of the primary by theinner, opaque part of the dis. The end of the minimum should take plae � June 24. Wewould like to remember that the elipse duration D an last even 2�3 weeks. In Grazyk
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Figure 2. Shemati view of the EE Cep elipse:A{B - desending atmospheri phase; B{C elipseingress; C{D transit phase; D{E elipse egress;E{F asending atmospheri phase.
Figure 3. Pro�les (R = �=�� � 15000) ofNaI D1;2 doublet obtained with the oud�e spe-trograph of the 2m telesope at Rozhen Observa-tory.et al. (2003) we speulate that the possible preession period may be about 50 years andthe shape of the elipse an be similar to the one observed in 1952. That one was verydeep (at least 1:m9) and no longer than 40 days. A slope-bottom with inverse inlination,plaed on the asending branh of the present elipse, would not be a surprise.Photometri observations of EE Cep (with CCDs or photomultipliers) from widelyspaed longitudes will help to obtain a detailed light urve of this minimum and to deter-mine preisely all six ontats A-F (Fig. 2). These observations will be useful for numerialmodelling of the dis. We reommend as omparison and hek stars the brightest objetsfrom the Meinunger's (1975) sequene (Fig. 4). Their Johnson magnitudes, obtained us-ing a diaphragm ooled photometer attahed to the 60m reetor at Toru�n observatory,are: Star U B V R I na = BD + 55Æ2690 10.86 10.68 10.38 10.09 9.87 40b = GSC 3973 2150 11.31 11.47 11.23 10.99 10.81 5 = BD + 55Æ2691 11.59 11.47 11.22 10.96 10.75 2Our data are in good agreement with earlier UBV measurements for star \a" (Mei-nunger 1976), V brightness for \b" and \" stars (Ski� 2003) and BRI estimations forall these objets from USNO-B1 atalogue (Monet et al. 2003). Star \" was suspetedvariable (Baldinelli & Ghedini 1976), and its ontemporary magnitudes di�er about 0:m1from the data of Barbieri et al. (1973). Nevertheless, our own observations and theobservations of Ski� (2003) do not on�rm its variability.Very important will be high resolution spetrosopi observations during the elipse.We expet the appearane of strong shell spetrum from the gaseous omponent of thedis, as in � Aur (Ferluga & Mangiaapra 1991), and possible strengthening of the di�useinterstellar bands (DIBs) aused by the dust omponent of the dis. Several strong DIBs(e.g. �� 6619 �A, 5780 �A, 5797 �A, 5850 �A) are visible already in the spetrum outsidethe elipse. Possible hanges in the Balmer line pro�les should determine where theiremissions arise, i.e. whether the primary is a Be star. Of ourse, systemati radial veloitymeasurements are neessary for the spetrosopi orbit solution and the estimation of themasses of the EE Cep system omponents.Also very important should be infrared photometri (at least JHK) observations dur-ing and outside the elipse. These ould be helpful in �nding the ux originating in thedis and its entral objet, as well as in estimating their temperatures.
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Figure 4. 100 � 100 DSS-2-red �nding hart for EE Cep.
We started our UBV RCIC and optial spetrosopi observations of EE Cep at Toru�n,Rozhen and Asiago observatories. Of ourse, it is not realisti to expet that we will beable to seure enough data for a good photometri and spetral overage of the elipse.Beause of this we welome future ollaboration with interested observers.Aknowledgements: This work was supported by KBN Grant No. 5 P03D 003 20. Weare grateful to Fred E.J. Linton for the improvement of English.
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